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WOU sophomore Diana
Wurzer helped create the
graceful willow structures for
the Ash Creek Watershed
project.
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Homecoming and Family Weekend: “A Nightmare on Church Street”
October 30 and 31, 2009

Friday, Oct.30

Business and
economics reunion and
psychology reunion
dinners
6 to 8 p.m.
RSVP required

Saturday, Oct. 31

Historic campus
walking tour
8:40 and 9:30 a.m.
WUC East Plaza

2009
Homecoming football
game
2 p.m.
McArthur Field

Magician for nonbelievers
8 p.m., Pacific Room
(Free to registered
alumni)

Alumni check-in
9 to 11 a.m.
WUC East Plaza

Volleyball game
7 p.m.
New PE Gym

Scary building tour
9:30 p.m.
Pacific Room Lobby

Golden Wolves
breakfast
Class of 1959
9:30 to 11 a.m.
RSVP required

Pumpkin catapult
7 p.m.
WOU Intramural Fields

Don’t miss this exciting
opportunity to share your
college memories with
family, friends and former
classmates!
Registration for any
homecoming activity
includes:
Free attendance to OCE,
WOSC and WOU reunion
receptions
Free going back to school
education sessions
Free admission to pumpkin
catapult demonstration
Free parking in lot F
Free historic campus tours

Reunion receptions
10 to 10:45 a.m.
OCE, WOSC and WOU
reunions
RSVP required
Going back to school
11 a.m. to 12:10 p.m.
RSVP required

Alumni pre-game lunch
Noon to 2 p.m.
RSVP for a free drink
ticket

Psychodramatron 2009
presents: Death Lab 13
8 to 10 p.m.
Winters Building

WOU Bookstore
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
WUC

Jensen Arctic Museum
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

RSVP today: www.wou.edu/homecoming
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Dear alumni and friends of WOU,
I have always believed that a key aspect and responsibility of being a top university is to
lead by example. This issue of the Western Oregon University Magazine highlights the
many ways that the university has moved to the front of the higher education pack in
actively supporting a sustainable environment and future.
Sustainability at WOU is far more than just an environmental concern. It is also
about creating the foundation for a successful and meaningful
community and state. Nothing is more sustainable than a
college education. Our graduates lead and make a difference
every day. From the thousands of alumni who teach students
how to learn and be responsible citizens to business leaders and
owners who invest in their employees to companies and civic
leaders who contribute time and energy to our communities a
WOU degree is a critical and sustainable resource.
I am proud to be part of a university that has so actively
and successfully embraced its mission to enroll and graduate
first-generation college students. Our transition to a mid-sized
university has created many wonderful opportunities and
responsibilities. We have become the most ethnically diverse
university in Oregon while also strengthening our environment
and expectation of student success.
In terms of major investments, WOU is building the nation’s
first residence hall to meet the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) platinum standard and the campus health and wellness
center that will be at the gold standard. Both of these facilities, which will open during
the 2010-11 academic year, will actively incorporate classroom space so that student
learning can be supported and engaged in even more successful ways.
WOU is also reducing the amount of raw materials used to operate the university.
As an example, even though our enrollment has grown by 20 percent since 2005, the
number of catalogs we print has decreased by over 50 percent and this magazine
will also be transitioning to a more digital presence with fewer printed versions. The
Hamersly Library has been actively increasing its digital collections and over half the
textbooks sold by the bookstore are available in digital format for students.
As we continue to lead we must invest in many things, such as students and the
environment, that are critical to our future as Oregon’s first public university. With the
active support of our alumni and supporters we will continue to provide an affordable
and excellent education to all students and lead Oregon and the region into a
sustainable and positive future.
Sincerely,

Dave McDonald, associate provost

Editor’s note
Sustainability at WOU is far more than just an environmental concern. It is also
about creating the foundation for a successful and meaningful community and
state. Across all the entire campus, faculty, staff, and students are working to
make their lives and impact on campus more sustainable. This continues to
University Advancement as well. In order to save resources, we have put the
WOU Alumni Magazine online. Please visit www.wou.edu/magazine to read
even more interesting stories than you’ll find within these pages, specifically
stories about how campus has been working hard to be environmentally
friendly and sustainable in its operations.
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WOU student Diana Wurzer
helped create the graceful
willow structures for the Ash
Creek Watershed project.

On the cover
WOU sophomore Diana Wurzer inspects the
additional pods created by her classmates.
Each willow pod is different, reflecting the
artist’s inclinations and the available materials.
Cover photo by Gail Oberst
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T

his upcoming school year will be
quite different for professors William
Schoenfeld and Adele Schepige as they
are on sabbatical to develop climate change
curriculum to be used in K-8 classrooms.
The project, funded by a grant from NASA,
will be field tested this spring at FaulconerChapman School in Sheridan, Ore.
Dr. Schoenfeld, associate professor of
physics, and Dr. Schepige, professor of
science education, conceived the Global
Climate Change Institute for Teachers
Team. They received a $150,000 grant, and a
recent augmentation of $30,000 to fund the
development of an interdisciplinary curriculum. Its content will include age appropriate
hands-on activities in the earth, physical
and life sciences, which will be integrated
through reading, and connected to geography, social studies and mathematics. Out of
154 proposals submitted to NASA, only 22 of
them were funded.
The team also consists of: Phillip Wade,
WOU instructor of earth and physical
science; Dr. Gwenda Rice, WOU professor
of social studies education; Dr. Sue Dauer,
A CLIMATE-ORIENTED
APPROACH
WOU professor of teacher education;
DeanFOR LEARNERS
OF
ALL
AGES
nie Anderson, WOU adjunct and
retired
Salem-Keizer science teacher, Tony Levitt
NASA AESP, Dr. Laurie Padman of Earth
& Space Research (ESR), Dr. Theresa Bulman, Portland State University professor of
geography, and Dr. Rachel Harrington, WOU assistant professor
of mathematics education.
“This curriculum will
especially help K-8 educators
who have been out of college for
a couple of years or more. Recent
graduates will have had some
level of environmental education,
but older educators likely
wouldn’t have learned about
climate change. This curriculum
will provide them with that
knowledge,” Schepige said.
This grant covers two years of work on
the project. The first year will be curriculum development, followed by professional
development workshops next summer. The
2010-11 academic year will be for revising the curriculum and incorporating it in
schools within the Willamette Valley.
This curriculum will be accessible to all
educators because it will incorporate lowcost, hands-on activities. It aligns well with
both Oregon’s and the National Climate
Literacy new standards. “It will incorporate

C
limate
Literacy
The Essential Principles
of Climate Sciences

science grant to add a component for
inexpensive activities that kids can do to
education
and public
outreach. Schoenhelp themAlearn
about
the
fundamental
Guide for Individuals
and
Communities
feld and Schepige have continued to write
principles that drive the climate system,
proposals to grow the project, and have
and how changing it will impact our
been adding members to the team, with
environment. We will have lots of
each one bringing additional expertise.
activities that mimic how things happen
Another aspect of the project is to
in the real world,” said Schoenfeld.
make WOU an active Global Learning
and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) partner and training
center. GLOBE, jointly funded by NASA
and the National Science Foundation,
is a worldwide hands-on, primary and
secondary school-based science and
education program in which children
and their teachers engage in making
scientific measurements for a worldwide
database. The program is active in 20,000
schools in 110 countries. At present
there are no GLOBE partners in either
Oregon or Washington.
This project had its genesis when
In total, NASA has awarded $6.4
Schoenfeld, a volunteer at his child’s
million in grants to institutions of
elementary school in Corvallis, was
higher education and not-for-profit
introduced to another parent volunteer,
education organizations nationwide to
Dr. Laurie Padman. Padman, a physical
enhance learning through the use of
oceanographer, who had a NASA science
NASA’s Earth science resources. These
grant through ESR, solicited advice from
grants support NASA’s goal of engaging
Schoenfeld about developing a public outstudents in the critical disciplines of
reach component to his work. Schoenfeld
science, technology, engineering and
contacted Schepige to get her involved. In
mathematics and inspiring the next
the summer of 2006, Schepige, Schoegeneration
explorers.
nfeld, and Padman wrote a proposal
to
Second Version:
Marchof 2009
NASA for extra funding on Padman’s
www.globalchange.gov
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Going for go

Health and wellness center
When does it open?
January 2011

What will it include?

Perspective

The project has four components. The
most exciting parts are the addition of
nearly 80,000 square feet of academic,
recreation and athletic space to Old P.E.
The recreation center component will
comprise 45,000 square feet of the addition to the Old P.E. building, comprising
a two-court gymnasium with elevated
track, two racquetball courts, three
multipurpose rooms, a 2,400 square foot
strength and weight training area, a 3,600
square foot cardiovascular area, a 40 foot
high by 40 feet wide rock climbing wall,
new locker rooms for the recreation facility and the existing pool and gymnasium,
an equipment check-out area, and office
space for campus recreation.

4

WOU’s new Health and Wellness Center, designed by Opsis Architecture, is

There will also be 25,000 square feet in
new academic space housing that includes
12 classrooms as a part of this project.
New spaces will include a multipurpose
room, three tiered classrooms, a kinesiology lab, four standard classrooms, and
several general purpose classrooms.
The football program will have
approximately 8,000 square feet in new
space as the space currently occupied
by the football program in Old PE is
too cost prohibitive to renovate. The
new space will provide the program
the ability to house all of the coaches
centrally, a more comprehensive training
room, improved locker room, laundry
and equipment storage space.
Finally the existing Old P.E. building
will be renovated to upgrade heating, venting and electrical in the building, provide
needed seismic upgrades to the building,
WOU Magazine • FALL 2009

replace the liner in the existing pool, and
add a therapy pool on the pool deck.

How is it sustainable?

By pursuing LEED Gold certification
from the U.S. Green Building Council,
the Western Oregon University Health
and Wellness Center employs numerous
Western Orego
sustainable features, from the management of stormwater runoff to the use of
natural ventilation in the building. As part
of the overall project, the existing Old
P.E. Building will be renovated with improved exterior thermal performance, the
introduction of high performance chilled
beams and new lighting throughout. The
natatorium is being renovated with new
pool equipment and the introduction of a
heat recovery unit that extracts energy off
the exhaust air and preheating the fresh
air intake.

WOU news

ld... and platinum
Western Oregon University has two exciting, major construction projects
underway: a new health and wellness center and a live-learn residence
hall. Both projects are aiming for high marks with the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System. The
health and wellness center is working toward LEED gold. The goal for the
residence hall is LEED platinum, the highest certification available.
Stormwater runoff on the site will be
reduced by installing bioswales and
detention planters
around the building.
Low flow faucets
and shower heads,
as well as dual-flush
toilets reduce water
consumption in
the building by at
least 40 percent. An
integrated building design utilizing
a highly efficient
building envelope,
and a combination
scheduled to open Jan. 2011.
of displacement ventilation and natural
ventilation, will yield
more than 20 percent energy efficiency
over code. A heat recovery chiller will
utilize waste heat generated from space
cooling to help heat the swimming pool.
Extensive daylighting and automatic window shading are also employed throughout the building to maximize solar heat
gain, and increase user comfort.

Live-learn residence hall
When does it open?
September 2010

What will it include?
Residence rooms totaling 303 beds (both single and double occupancy), academic
space for classes and meetings, and an office space for University Residences and
Campus Dining. The live-learn residence hall will be centrally located on campus
between the Valsetz Dining Hall, Werner University Center and academic buildings.

Who will live there?
The eight live-learn communities in this building will house first year students as
well as sophomores, juniors and seniors.

How is it sustainable?
Increased insulation to reduce energy costs, solar hot water, solar heat collectors,
solar thermal panels, low-flow plumbing fixtures, rainwater reclamation system,
reduced electrical plug loads, motion sensor lights, and the handful of trees removed
from the Grove will be used in the building in a variety of ways including wall
panels or slats and furniture.

Who is involved?
A project of this magnitude would not be possible without the expertise of many
firms to assist us with design and construction. Some of the major players involved
in the Live-Learn residence
hall include:
Architect: Mahlum
Contractor: Lease Crutcher Lewis
Structural engineer: James G.
Pierson
MEP engineer: Interface
Civil engineer: Cardno WRG
Sustainability consultant:
Brightworks
Acoustical consultant: Altermatt
Associates
Landscape architect: Atlas
Landscape Architecture

on University - Health and Wellness Center
Design Development - September 2009

Who is involved?

Architect: Opsis Architecture
Sustainability/LEED: Opsis Architecture
Interior architect: Opsis Architecture
Structural engineer: Catena Consulting
Engineers
Mechanical/plumbing: Interface
Engineering
Electrical engineer: Glumac
Civil engineer: MGH Associates
Landscape architect: Walker Macy
Energy consultant: Solarc

More information about the construction projects, including a link to
construction Web cams, can be found at www.wou.edu/construction.
WOU Magazine • FALL 2009
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Evolving resources: paper vs. electronic
and cost in all formats. He found that
The Hamersly Library is working hard
approximately 25 percent of used
to implement this trend on campus in
resources were physical, whereas
an effort to be more sustainable, increase
75 percent of resources used were
resources and save the university money.
electronic. When comparing the cost
As of the 2008-09 school year, apof those resources, the used physical
proximately 74 percent of the Hamersly
resources came to $288,607.10 and
Library’s 309,894 titles and items are
the used electronic resources cost
available physically in the library. These
resources include 217,529
books, approximately
4,000 maps and air photos,
“If the publisher/author class action lawsuit
approximately 3,000 video
settlement with Google is approved by the court
tapes, 1,512 DVD’s, 2,390
in October and does not suffer additional barriers
audio compact discs and
to implementation, I expect to see millions of
315 print journal title sube-books available to the academic community
scriptions. The remainder
over the next five years.”
of the resources include
Allen McKIel, dean of library and media services
access to nearly 48,000
e-book titles and access to
nearly 33,412 electronic journal
the library $209,949.73. Electronic
titles.
resources are used three times as often
Allen McKiel, dean of Library &
in the Hamersly Library, and cost
Media Services, said, “The library is
significantly less.
converting its information resources
In April 2009, the library staff
from print to electronic because the
conducted a survey with WOU faculty
majority of faculty and students prefer
about their journal preferences. Out
electronic access and because electronic
of the faculty, 128 responded, which
resources cost less. We can provide
included tenured and tenure-track
greater access to information resources
faculty. Faculty were asked whether
for the dollars available. Faculty and
they would prefer a print or online
student preferences are measured by
version of a journal for their research.
usage statistics, surveys, and individual
The results were overwhelming in favor
consultation.”
of online journal access with 63 percent
McKiel and his staff conducted a
of responses. Print was preferred by 14
survey during the 2007-08 academic
percent and 23 percent of faculty who
year on the topic of resource usage

Western’s first silent weekend a “quiet” time
By CM Hall, Ed.M., project coordinator , Western Region Interpreter Education

W

OU hosted a first-of-its-kind, “Silent Weekend” this summer. Over
80 attendees participated in 18 workshops, led by Deaf and hearing
presenters from all over the Northwest. The ASL/English Interpreting
major, as well as the ASL Studies degree program, were highlighted. Interpreting
students from Portland Community College, Seattle Central Community College
also participated, ranging from professionals in our field to students still learning
the foundation of ASL. The Silent Weekend was a great first effort, and one
highlight was the Friday evening performance of Six Guys and a Girl, featuring
several of Western’s ASL instructors: Justin Coleman, Fred Farrior, Heath Goodall,
Brad Houck, and Carl Schroeder, as well as Portland Deaf actor Patrick Fischer and
Seattle interpreter professor, Brenda Aron. The evening program went well over
time with fun audience participation!

6
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responded had no preference.
Since McKiel joined WOU in early
2008, more than 42,000 e-book titles
have been added through Ebrary, a
subscription database, and more than
10,000 e-journal titles. He envisions
print usage of books and journals to
be under three percent of total library

information resource usage within 10
years, and possibly within five years. He
also believes the current lawsuit with
Google will have a major impact on
available resources.
“If the publisher/author class action
lawsuit settlement with Google is
approved by the court in October and
does not suffer additional barriers to
implementation, I expect to see millions
of e-books available to the academic
community over the next five years. This
will precipitate a decline in the use of
print books and corresponding increase
in the use of e-books. This will further
accelerate the general trend toward use
of electronic information resources. The
transition has already occurred in that
the majority of the resources used by
faculty are electronic,” said McKiel.
Not only is the transition from print
to electronic resources more usable and
accessible to library users, it is more
sustainable for campus and the planet.
McKiel said that print distribution and
maintenance is not sustainable given the
escalating volume of publication. “The
volume of paper necessary to distribute
the publications of academe and the
volume of library space necessary to
house it are not cost or environment
effective. To the degree we are
engaged in the transition to electronic
distribution of the publications of the
academy, we are moving in a green
direction,” he added.

WOU news

Improving
water
quality
through
art
Mary Harden, assistant professor of art and her students, Baryard
McLeod and Diana Wurzer, talk to Michael Cairns of the Luckiamute
Watershed Council as the pod they designed does its work.

A

t the edge of Diana Wurzer and
Bayard McLeod’s art project, a bit
of brown scum gathers, hesitates,
and then is slowly sucked into the “pod”
and disappears. A day after anchoring
two of these unusual art pieces into a
shallow stream that feeds the middle fork
of Ash Creek north of Monmouth, the
two WOU students returned with their
instructor, Mary Harden to see if their
“pods” were performing their functions.
They were. The pods, artistic structures created from willows and filled
with local grasses and materials, were filtering mud from the shallow stream that
ran through the farm that it watered.
“It’s great to know that art can be
something more than something pretty
that hangs on a wall,” said Michael
Cairns, Luckiamute Watershed Council
project manager who recently helped
Harden and her 3-D Design students
place the completed pods.
Harden’s students typically build
several pieces during the course of a
term, but this term, fellow Western communications studies associate professor,
Dr. Emily Plec, who is a member of the

Luckiamute Watershed Council, suggested something new. The design unit
that required students to create a piece
of art that curved outward, called “convexity,” this term included ideas from
California artist Daniel McCormick.
The students went to work creating designs of their own that would fit the Ash
Creek landscape.
The first class has produced seven
small “pods,” and to make these, the
students cut the willow saplings into
four to seven-foot lengths, formed hoops
from some of them and long strips of the
others, then fastened them together with
raffia and hemp. Inside the pods went
more willow cuttings, grasses, leaves and
other organic materials that might filter
water.
“It had to be useful, but it had to be
beautiful, too,” said Harden. The students staked the organic pod forms into
the creek bed with fresh willow cuttings
that will take root in the water and may
possibly create brushy shade along the
creek.
“Shade’s the only thing that will get
rid of the reed canary grass,” Cairns
WOU Magazine • FALL 2009

By Gail Oberst,
Luckiamute Watershed councilor

said, pointing to the choking tall weed
growing in clumps along the creek. If
all goes as planned, the pods will not
only filter the creek’s water, but they will
also slow it and gently divert it, creating
meandering pools that attract native fish.
McLeod, a fisherman and firefighter
who is graduating this spring, appreciates that his work is practical as well as
beautiful. “I’d like to see more projects
like this where we’re improving water
quality.”
“I think it’s great that you can use a
piece of art to help out,” said Wurzer. “It’s
green art.”
Harden plans to create more pods
in her future classes. Her students will
be able to modify their designs as they
see how the current pods react to the
currents and quirks of the creek.
For more information about
the watershed council and its work
with educators and other partners,
visit the Web site, http://luckiamute.
watershedcouncils.net.

photo by Gail Oberst
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WOU professor appointed to governor's autism commission

O

regon Governor Ted Kulongoski
created a 13-person commission
to address issues related to
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
comprised of leaders, educators and
advocates within education and human
services. One of the appointed members
of the Oregon Commission on Autism
Spectrum Disorder is Western Oregon
University professor of special education
Dr. Mickey Pardew.

The idea for this commission
stemmed from a legislative workgroup
on ASD that was spearheaded by
Representative Chris Edwards.
Governor Kulongoski signed Executive
Order 09-07 in March, which created
the commission and directed it to
design a 10-year strategic plan to
improve services and address the issues
and challenges faced by individuals
living with ASD, and their families, in
Oregon. In selecting members of the
commission, Governor Kulongoski
chose individuals who combined a
record of leadership with an extensive
experience working on pertinent issues
and demonstrated passion to produce
meaningful results for Oregonians.
“I am excited about this opportunity
to serve Oregon and represent higher
education on the commission,” said
Pardew. “It will further underscore
the role WOU plays in defining what
services to individuals with ASD will
look like in the next decade.”
Pardew’s areas of expertise are
early intervention/special education
partnerships, teaching individuals with
low incidence disabilities and Autism
8

Spectrum Disorders. She joined WOU’s
faculty as an instructor in 1988, within
the Special Education Division and
was promoted to assistant research
professor in 1991, where she worked
with the Teaching Research Division.
She became an assistant professor in
1995, where she began to coordinate
the Early Intervention/Early Childhood
Special Education teacher license and
endorsement graduate program.
She was promoted to associate
professor in 1998 and she began
serving as co-coordinator of WOU’s
Special Educator Program. In 2005 she
became a full professor. In addition to
preparing special education teachers at
WOU, she also coordinates a Certificate
of Completion program for Autism
Spectrum Disorders. Pardew is a board
member of the Northwest Autism
Foundation, Polk Adolescent Day
Treatment Center and the George E.
Miller Children’s Foundation. Pardew’s
background as a family member
(brother with autism), counselor, special
educator and community volunteer
has provided her with over 53 years of
experiences in the field of ASD.
Prior to joining WOU, Pardew held
positions focusing on child development
and counseling, including her work as
a child development specialist for the
Mid-Willamette Valley Community Co-

ordinated Child Care Council in Salem.
She earned her bachelor’s in psychology from Elmira College, New York, in
1969 then went on to earn her master’s
in counseling and guidance from the
University of North Dakota in 1972. She
completed her Ph.D. in education from
Oregon State University in 1996.
In addition to Pardew, the members
of the commission are: Marilyn Gense,
chair, special education coordinator of
Willamette Education Service District; Jean Rystrom, vice chair, regional
practice director of pediatrics at Kaiser
Permanente; Gleason Eakin ’58, retired
educator, administrator and founder of
the Northwest Autism Foundation; Oregon State Representative Chris Edwards;
Kirby Erickson, autism specialist with
Southern Oregon Education Service
District; Robert Nickel, M.D., a developmental pediatrician with the Child
Development and Rehabilitation Center
at Oregon Health & Sciences University;
Dora Raymaker, a writer, researcher and
trainer; Eric Richards, director of operations for the Office of Student Learning
and Partnerships at the Oregon Department of Education; Clyde Saiki, deputy
director of the Oregon Department of
Human Services; and Kristi Sandvik;
executive director of special education programs at the Hillsboro School
District.

Marc “Ted” Winters building named
The recently remodeled building, which holds the Mathematics Department
and Oregon Health and Sciences University’s nursing program, was renamed
and dedicated to Marc “Ted” Winters, the late
husband of Oregon State Senator Jackie Winters.
The dedication ceremony was held on Friday,
June 19, in honor of the Winters’ wedding
anniversary of the same date. The event included
remarks by Senator Winters, WOU President
Dr. John P. Minahan and WOU Provost Dr.
Kent Neely. Senator Winters was instrumental in
getting a satellite OHSU nursing program placed
on Western’s campus.
Senator Jackie Winters and President Minahan
revealed the newly named building on Friday,
June 19, dedicated in her late husband’s memory.
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Advising excellence earns national award

P

good hands when he’s helping them.”
ersonal connection, mentoring,
Walczyk was originally selected as the
support; these attributes characterrecipient of the student-driven Western
ize the reasons college students
Oregon University Outstanding Faculty
choose s maller schools, and at WOU,
Adviser for the 2006-2007 academic
that’s what they get. For the second conyear. The NACADA nomination was the
secutive year, Western Oregon University
follow-up to the university award. Only
earned national recognition for its dedicaone other university in the entire northtion to student success. Music professor
west region of five states, two Canadian
Dr. Kevin Walczyk was awarded the
provinces and one territory received this
2009 Certificate of Merit for Outstanding
NACADA honor, exemplifying the perFaculty Advisor from the National Acasonal connection that Western provides
demic Advising Association (NACADA).
its students. Walczyk is one of only 13
Associate Provost David McDonald atin the nation to receive this recognition,
tributes this achievement to the fact that,
being judged by a committee of peers
“Academic advising is a campus value and
representing 11,000 NACADA memone of the most important aspects that
distinguishes WOU
“(Kevin) does difficult advising in good humor and is the
from most other colleges and universities.” true definition of student advocate. The students know
Walczyk, a profes- they are in good hands when he’s helping them.”
sor of music at WOU
Diane Baxter, chair, music department
for 14 years, serves as
bers among 26 countries. NACADA is
the graduate music adviser and coorthe leader within the global education
dinator. He created the comprehensive
community for the theory, delivery, apmusic department student handbook,
plication and advancement of academic
detailing program requirements that
advising to enhance student learning and
assist students in developing a plan for
development.
degree completion. Specializing in jazz
In her statement for the nomination
arranging, concert composition, film
of Dr. Walczyk, Jai King, former student
scoring and electronic music, Walczyk
and advisee said, “Dr. Walczyk underbelieves he has a dual role at WOU as
stands the language of both the registrar
professor and mentor, guiding students
and the students. He is able to translate
through the university experience, statthe academic requirements into a process
ing “If I demonstrate genuine interest in
that we can comprehend. He cares about
each individual’s collegiate welfare then
each student and works to make sure
I inculcate a quality trait that, I hope,
all of his students achieve their goals,
permeates their future relationships so
regardless of age, gender or race.”
that they can, in turn, become model
Composition major Elaine C. di Falco
experts - mentors, educators, advisers,
stated this in her letter of recommendaparents and citizens.”
tion for Dr. Walczyk’s nomination, “He
Diane Baxter, Ph.D., chair,
has consistently demonstrated a genuine
department of music, enthusiastically
concern for every student’s academic
supported the award nomination by
welfare and success with complete fairstating that, “Dr. Walczyk is known
ness in every aspect. The contemporary
by the undergraduate students in
music degree program he designed is
our department as the “go-to guy. He
indicative of his awareness that the music
understands the curricular process in
student will have a greater chance of
a way that few professors do. When
success in their professional careers if
things need to be adjusted, substituted
they are armed with the knowledge that
or waived, he can tell the students
is up-to-date with technology, the everexactly what to do, where to go to find
changing industry, as well as the highest
the forms, and who they need to see. He
standards of artistic skill. It’s the most
does difficult advising in good humor
comprehensive music degree program
and is the true definition of student
that I’ve seen. It’s because of Dr. Walczyk
advocate. The students know they are in
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and his program that I decided to study
here.”
Established in 1983, NACADA
honors individuals and institutions
making significant contributions to the
improvement of academic advising.
NACADA was chartered as a non-profit
organization in 1979 to promote quality
academic advising and professional
development of its membership to
ensure the educational development of
students. NACADA members consist of
faculty members, professional advisers,
administrators, counselors, and others
in academic and student affairs concerned with the intellectual, personal,
and vocational needs of students.
For the past two years, every WOU
nomination submission has won.
Director of the Academic Advising and
Learning Center, Karen Sullivan-Vance,
said, “It’s an honor for Kevin, and also
for the university, to be recognized by
an international
community of
advising, speaking
highly of our
faculty and the
work we do here
with regard to
advising.” Just
last year, three
Western Oregon
University
academic
advisers received
recognition for
their focus on
student success
and individualized Kevin Walczyk,
professor of music
attention
by winning
awards for outstanding advising from
NACADA. Michael LeMaster, assistant
professor of biology, was recognized
as an Outstanding Advising Award
Winner in the academic advising
faculty category. Tamie Saffell, assistant
director of the Academic Advising ad
Learning Center (AALC), received an
Outstanding New Advisor Certificate
of Merit. Also with the AALC, Roberta
(Bobbi) Weber received an Outstanding
Advising Certificate of Merit.
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WOU news

Commencement 2009
Western Oregon University’s 152nd graduating class radiated enthusiasm
as they each waited to walk across the stage on Saturday, June 13. The
ceremony featured well-wishes by leading figures on campus as well as a
commencement address by WOU alumna Katherine Cook ‘02, a television
reporter with KGW NewsChannel 8 in Portland.

A

fter graduating from Western,
Katherine Cook ‘02 held rolls
as reporter, weekend anchor
and bureau chief for stations in
Medford, Klamath Falls and Colorado
Springs, Colo. She returned to Portland
in the summer of 2007 and earned first
place for Best News Writing by the
Oregon Associated Press for her work
in 2008.
The ceremony also featured addresses by three student award winners: Christopher Hamilton, winner of
the Delmer Dewey Award for outstanding senior male; Rebecca Chadd,
winner of the Julia McCulloch Smith
Award for outstanding senior female;
and Melissa Lalack, winner of the
Outstanding Graduate Student Award;
and the recognition of this year’s
Alumni Excellence Award winner –
Ron DeVolder.

Ron DeVolder
Alumni Excellence award
Ron DeVolder, ’68, exemplifies how
a Western Oregon University alum
can directly make a positive impact
on the students and the university.
After graduating with the training to
become a biology teacher, he joined
10

the U.S. Army and served on active
duty for four years. Upon returning
home, DeVolder got a job in the parts
department at the Roberts Motor
Company Kenworth truck dealership
in Eugene. DeVolder’s intelligence,
charisma and leadership enabled him to
work his way from the parts department
to company president. Now, just over
40 years since he graduated from WOU,
DeVolder has realized the importance
and benefits to being involved with the
university, and he encourages other
students to get involved before they
leave campus.
It was almost by accident that
DeVolder became reacquainted with
WOU. Years after graduation, some of
his friends, who were involved in the
Wolfpack Athletic Club, invited him to a
WOU barbeque at their home. Students
were also in attendance and DeVolder
enjoyed talking with them and learning
about their achievements and advancements at Western. “It was interesting
how any small amount of good you did
was so overwhelmingly received with
positive feedback; it wasn’t like work at
all. Everything I did just seemed to click.
It was appreciated by students which
made me feel good,” said DeVolder.
In 1996, DeVolder joined the WOU
Foundation Board of Directors and
he has remained involved with the
Foundation ever since. He has held the
position of treasurer and in December
2008 he transitioned from chair of the
Foundation to serving as past chair.
DeVolder has found the Foundation to
be a good fit for him. One of his main
goals now is to make sure our current
graduates become involved alumni
before they cross the graduation stage.
“We must encourage students to stay
involved after graduation. Graduates
should never spiritually leave this
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place. There is no reason for them to do
so. In fact, both the graduate and the
university are best served when we all
stay connected as a community.”

Christopher Hamilton
Delmer Dewey award
Christopher Hamilton, of Tualatin,
Ore., plans to go into practice as a legal
advocate for students with disabilities.
After he completed his bachelor’s at
WOU, Hamilton began working toward
his law degree at Willamette University.
“I watched my little brother grow up in
the school system and through him got
to know a fair number of other students
growing up with disabilities. I watched
all of their experiences with the school
system and realized that those experiences sucked and something needs to
happen to fix that,” Hamilton said.
He started college planning to be a
special education major, with the intent
to go into teaching or law. He said, “As
I learned more about how things work,
I realized the biggest disconnect is
between what the law says is supposed
to happen and what’s actually going
on in the schools. I can do a lot more
good for a lot more students as a
lawyer keeping districts accountable,
and helping teachers and districts
understand what they are supposed
to do and how they are supposed to
provide adequate services for students,
than I could as a single teacher.”
Hamilton transferred to WOU
after two years at Western Washington
University and a semester at Pacific
Lutheran University. He graduated
with a bachelor’s in public policy and
administration, and in addition to
classes and professors, clubs helped
mold Hamilton into the man he is today.
Campus Crusade for Christ in particular

highlights

Ron DeVolder, ’68, Christopher Hamilton, ’09,
Rebecca Chadd, ’09

was a critical component to Hamilton’s
time at WOU. “Campus Crusade
helped me to really grow as a person
with God and get on a footing where I
can go forward in life and know what’s
going on. When I came to Western I
was really confused about just about
everything, so it’s been good to get
back into a good, strong Christian
community,” said Hamilton.

Rebecca Chadd
Julia McCulloch Smith award
Rebecca Chadd trusted her gut
when she visited campus four years
ago. “I came here and didn’t visit
any other schools after that. It just
felt right, I felt connected.” A native

of Philomath, Ore., she knew she
wanted to be involved in dance, and
she became involved with Western’s
program immediately when she began
her freshman year. That first year she
was involved with the university’s
production of “West Side Story,” which
she considers a hallmark experience of
her undergraduate years.
Chadd is one of few college students
who never changed majors. She graduated from Western with a Bachelor of
Arts in Spanish, an international studies minor and a Bachelor of Science in
dance. Her interests went beyond dance
to that of all the arts. “It’s the things I
do in the arts that feed my soul,” she
said. A dancer and pianist, she choreographed a dance and composed the
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accompanied music for “Walking into
Wholeness,” a piece performed at the
2008 Spring Dance Concert. Her thesis
documents the simultaneous creative
process of producing these works,
incorporating her handwritten notes
from conception to completion.
It is difficult to imagine how she
managed to be heavily involved with so
many activities throughout her entire
undergraduate career. She completed
two bachelor’s degrees, a minor, the
Honors Program, and three international trips in only four years. She
wants to keep dancing and making
music, have an Oregon-based dance
company within the next few years,
continue in service, and eventually
pursue a master’s degree, teach Spanish
and dance, and have a family. “My biggest problem is wanting to do it all!”
continued on next page
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Melissa Lalack
Outstanding graduate student
While pursuing her bachelor’s in
sociology from Western, Melissa Lalack,
of Colton,
Ore., made
unbelievable
contributions to
the community.
One of the
most notable
is the Step
Up program
that she
coordinated.
This program
began as Project
Backpack, an
effort to gather
donations
Melissa Lalack, ’08, ’09

to fill backpacks that would be given
to youth exiting correctional facilities.
Lalack learned that many of these youth
have nowhere to go, no transportation to
get around, and no money to buy basic
necessities. These backpacks include
hygiene items, water, food, supplies, a
first aid kit, basic clothing items, blankets,
bus passes, and a resource list showing
shelters, medical services and help for
finding a job throughout the state.
As program director, Lalack managed
to distribute 200 backpacks to Hillcrest
Youth Correctional Facility and Oak
Creek Youth Correctional Facility. The
organization’s long-term goal is to provide
a backpack to every homeless youth in
Marion and Polk counties, which would
be about 1,600 backpacks. “The reason
these youth are in the correctional system

Jessica Henderson

Hank Bersani

Each year three faculty and staff members
are named to the prestigious Mario and
Alma Pastega Awards: for Excellence in
Scholarship, Excellence in Teaching, and
Staff Excellence.

Hank Bersani
Pastega Excellence in Scholarship
As an undergrad at St. Michael’s College, an all male school in Vermont, Dr.
Hank Bersani volunteered in the religion
education program for children with disabilities, operated by a nun at the nearby
all-girls college. When he neared the end
of his undergraduate program in biology in 1972 and med school didn’t pan
out, he followed the nun’s advice who
suggested he pursue special education
at Syracuse University. He went on to
complete his master’s and doctorate from
the university. Since graduating with his
doctorate in 1982, Bersani has made it
his mission to give a voice to those with
severe and multiple disabilities who can’t
speak for themselves.
He has edited six books, each
including chapters written by people
with disabilities, which Bersani believes
is as important in an academic text
as hearing from professionals and
government officials in the field. He has
12

a lot of the time is because they don’t
have the family to support them. They
end up doing these crimes to help them
get food and survive,” said Lalack. “I
think it’s our duty for when they’re
released to at least give them a starter
kit to transition to the community. It’s a
struggle to not go back to the situation
that got them into trouble in the first
place.”
Lalack has plans to help homeless
youth in other ways. Her ultimate
career goal is to open a non-profit that
serves homeless youth in high school
that they can stay in for as long as it
takes to finish their schooling and
get a job so they can go on their own.
This definitive career goal was molded
during her time as a master’s student in
WOU’s criminal justice program.

an impressive publishing record and has
delivered presentations and addresses
all over the world. As evidenced by his
lengthy list of qualifications, Bersani
has been able to deliver his message of
providing a voice to those in need in a
variety of formats and channels.
“When people who haven’t been able
to speak suddenly get a voice, literally,
then we realize they’ve got something
to say. So there’s this other meaning of
voice, which is do people listen to what
you have to say? Do people hear what you
have to say,” Bersani asked. “It’s important
to document and bring to light people’s
perspectives and point of view to teach
others and learn from them.”

Jessica Henderson
Pastega Excellence in Teaching
Dr. Jessica Henderson, a professor of
health education, knew from day one of
first grade that she wanted to teach. At
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the age of five,
Henderson began
questioning the
rules related to
health practices
- she was hospitalized and put
in a children’s
ward that housed
children from birth to six years of age and all slept in cribs. Later, as a senior in
high school in 1969, Henderson was in a
serious car accident that led her again to
question the rules.
Her search for a teaching focus kept
returning to policy and laws. She uses
her life experience to teach public health
and policy issues both in and out of the
classroom. Henderson’s research focus is
breast cancer. A breast cancer survivor
herself, Henderson uses that experience
to teach her students. She also takes a
group of students to Washington D.C.
every spring for the National Breast
Cancer Coalition Conference to learn
how to be advocates for a cause.
Henderson earned her doctorate of
public health from OSU, and worked as
an instructor. After completing her doctorate she went to work for Samaritan
Cancer Center then the Oregon Health
Plan. After several years she began to

feel the pull back to teaching. In 2003
she got the job at Western.
“I get to teach what I’m passionate
about. I love the topic of health, community health and public health. It’s so
helpful to people’s lives. I truly believe
that health is wealth and I’m fortunate
to get to pay it forward and help people
be healthy. It’s so gratifying.”

Jon Tucker
Pastega Staff Excellence
Jon Tucker, director of Werner University Center and Student Leadership
and Activities, has worked at Western
for seven years. He came from Colorado
State where he worked in residence life,
but wanted to get more involved in student leadership. He’s thrilled to be

Jon Tucker

able to track
the progress of
students he’s
worked with.
“I get one
of those rare
chances to see
a student when
they first come
to campus through student orientation,
literally on move-in day…(its) really rewarding to see who they were when they
came in and who they are as they leave,
and recognizing there’s been so much
growth and opportunity and that I may
have had a small part in that. That’s why
I keep doing what I’m doing.”
He oversees more than 60 professional and student staff members, advises
student government, supervises student
media and the Student Media Board,
coordinates the Parents Club, manages
the PLUS Team and New Student Week,
and works with the international ambassadors and mentors program. The office
he manages is responsible for non-traditional student services, the WUC facility,
programming activities, and WUC facility scheduling and reservations.
Tucker has also written a book on
icebreakers and plays in international
competitive volleyball tournaments.

The world’s greenest building comes to
Independence
By Lisa Wilson ’09

G

oing green requires vision.
Developer Steven Ribeiro is
a green visionary, bringing
the future in sustainable living to
Independence, Ore. Ribeiro is the
principal of Aldeia, LLC, and developer
of Independence Station, a smart
grid building destined to become the
world’s greenest building when it earns
the highest LEED rating ever awarded.
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System was developed by
the U.S. Green Building Council as an
internationally recognized green building certification system. Independence
Station intends to earn between 64
and 66 points, achieving the platinum
level of certification, if not the highest
LEED-scoring building in the world. A
Canadian project currently holds the
record with 63 points. LEED provides a
standard for measuring green building
design, with points awarded for energy
savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions
reduction, improved indoor environmental quality, stewardship of resources
and sensitivity to their impacts; all
things that Ribeiro, a “self-certified energy efficient nut” is passionate about.
Ribeiro moved to Independence
in 1997 with his wife, Jerelyn, to start
a real estate appraisal company. They
were attracted to the area because of
the unique fly-in residential subdivision
where residents can land their airplanes
and taxi right to their home. Ribeiro’s
airplane, a DynAero MCR-01, may be
just as efficient as his buildings, getting
up to 50 percent better gas mileage
than a typical hybrid car.
Independence Station is located next
to a brand new cineplex, and a new city
library, just a few blocks from the new
amphitheater at River Front Park.
Coining the phrase “retro-futurism,”
Ribeiro’s vision is to combine the nostalgia of the small town community with
the concept of cutting edge energy savings technology, bringing sustainable
living and retail options beyond the
congestion of large, urban areas.
“The energy-efficient breakthrough
that we’ve all been waiting for,” is what
Ribeiro calls the smart grid building
capable of running for a year or more
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without assistance from the power grid.
Independence Station will be powered
primarily by renewable energy technologies utilizing the sun and waste vegetable oil, providing enough energy to run
the building, charge solar batteries, and
still feed power back to the grid. The
Station also incorporates radiant floor
heating and cooling, solar water heating,
displacement ventilation, daylighting,
utilization of rainwater collection and
ground source heating pumps.
Independence Station, a 57,000
square foot mixed-use building, will feature residential living, retail office space,
classroom space, a restaurant and a
42-foot high indoor vertical garden. The
projected completion date of the project
is mid-2010. Ribeiro says he’s looking
for 21st century pioneers to occupy the
building, and has plans to fractionalize
some of the condominium ownership
so that a greater number of people will
be exposed to and be educated by the
experience of green living.
Not immune to the economic downturn, Ribeiro’s project suffered a setback
when he lost his financial backing. The
Station was only 35 percent completed
when construction came to a halt. Members of the Independence community
became skeptical as to whether or not
Ribeiro’s vision would ever be realized.
Using the 18-month delay as an opportunity to research more about the latest
advances in green technology, Ribeiro
eagerly resumed construction in June
2009 after securing another lender.
Even while construction is still
underway, Independence Station will
host tours and hold classes in the nearby
theater complex. A classroom on site is
designed to hold one tour busload, with
plans to hold classes for the community
on sustainable living. “The purpose is to
educate,” says Ribeiro, who already has
connections with college campuses in
and out of state, providing opportunities
for graduate students to be immersed
in the study of green technology and
make contributions to the future of
sustainability. With the world’s greenest
building for a neighbor, Western Oregon
University can earn instant green
credentials with students seeking to
embrace the future.
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Coming full circle
M

back then, the company that became
any Western Oregon
Kettle Foods today,” said Green. Healy
University alumni have made
invited Green to join the company in the
great strides in making their
summer of 1980 and Green has worked
homes, communities and the world a
there ever since. He was the fourth permore sustainable place to live. Jim Green,
son to join the company, and it has since
a native of Salem, has been working in
grown to more than 800 employees and
the area of sustainability for his entire
three manufacturing facilities on two
career spanning nearly 30 years, even
continents. “I’ve seen the company just
before the term “sustainability” was
completely take off, grow, change and
coined. And as of June 2009, Green
mature.”
joined the ranks of WOU alums.
Green attended
the Oregon College of
What amazed me was that (Jim) could have received
Education in the 1970s
a degree from anywhere, but he wanted a degree
with the intention to
from Western. That amazed me in terms of the
become an elementary
name recognition, legacy and the importance of this
school teacher, and he
university. He told me his greatest regret was that he
ran with the university
didn’t finish his degree at Western…It gave me extra
track team. He came
pride in the place I work.
within 13 credit
hours of completing
Cornelia Paraskevas, professor of linguistics
his degree, leaving
the student-teaching
His title at Kettle Foods is
requirement incomplete, but he chose
ambassador, which he said is mainly
to leave college and began working at
public relations. He oversees community
Kettle Foods. Now, more than 30 years
relations, works with the media,
later, Green returned to Western Oregon
manages a college scholarship program,
University and completed his degree
and gets to make a lot of donations on
this past spring.
behalf of Kettle Foods. “I spend a lot of
“It always kind of bugged me
time giving away chips. We want to see
that I didn’t finish my degree when
our chips do something, we want to see
I was so close,” he said. Last year
them used as fundraisers for schools
he saw a WOU billboard in Salem,
and nonprofits. Cameron has instilled
which spurred him to finally
this sense of taking care of each other,
finish his degree. He learned that
taking care of the environment and
he only needed to take one more
taking care of the community; helping
class to complete a bachelor’s in
people out who need it and there’s a
interdisciplinary studies so he signed
large need for that right now.”
up for Revolutions in Latin America
Green can trace his interest in
and happily earned an ‘A’ in the class.
helping take care of the environment
After Green left OCE in the 1970s,
and the idea of sustainability back to his
he began working for a natural food
time at OCE. “Just the idea that we live
store in Salem. “That was really a
on this planet that has limited resources
passion of mine – natural foods
and I think there’s really this sense of
and everything about natural
why people think that’s not the case, that
foods. It was while working
there’s unlimited resources and that we
there that I met Camcan continue doing what we’ve done for
eron Healy, who was
the last couple hundred years. The facts
starting this little
are that it’s just not sustainable. I think
company way
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there’s a balance there – a way that we
(the world) can prosper and improve
our lives without taking the Earth and
its resources so much for granted. We’ve
come a long way. Just with the word
sustainability – no one knew that word
a few years ago and now I think it’s on
everyone’s radar. It’s commonly used
and I think that’s a very positive thing. I
think we need to rethink a lot of things,
how we use resources, why we use them,
and do we really need as much as we
think we need,” he said.
He is proud of the work that Kettle
Foods has done to help the environment
and reduce the impact the company
has on its surroundings. They have also
taken advantage of incentives offered by
the state and federal government, energy
trusts, and Portland General Electric to
do things such as install large solar panels to convert the sun to electricity. “The
incentives reduced the cost so much that
it made it really affordable. You can do
it in your home or any business can do
this. We’ve tried to really make some
bigger statements,” Green said.
Kettle Foods has also worked with
a company in Salem to have their
cooking oil converted into biodiesel.
The company’s newest manufacturing
plant, built in Wisconsin, was the first
gold-certified food production facility
by the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Green
Building Rating System. The company
has a very aggressive recycling program
and has worked to restore the land
where they operate in Salem. The Kettle
Foods building is situated next to a
two-acre federally designated wetland
area. They have tried to take it to the
next level of restoring the wetland to
its original state by putting in trails and
signage about what wetlands do and
why they are important.
Although Green clearly loves his
work at Kettle Foods, he said he would
love to be a full-time student again if he
could. He loves the college atmosphere.
Green credits professor of linguistics
Dr. Cornelia Paraskevas as having
played a major role in being able
to complete his degree. Green met
Paraskevas when she brought her
daughter in to Green’s office for her
daughter’s class project. When Green
learned she worked at WOU, they began

talking about his desire to complete
his degree and she helped him get
going and she worked with Dr. Stephen
Scheck, dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, to determine what
Green needed to complete his degree.
“Cornelia has been a godsend for
me. She got going on this project and
made it easy for me. Cornelia became
my advocate, my mentor, my adviser.
It probably wouldn’t have happened
without her and I can’t thank
her enough. She is great. I’m
forever indebted to her,” said
Green.
Paraskevas was equally
inspired by Green. “What
amazed me was that he could
have received a degree from
anywhere, but he wanted a
degree from Western. That
amazed me in terms of the
name recognition, legacy
and the importance of this
university. He told me his
greatest regret was that
he didn’t finish his degree
at Western and that said
something to me about the
value of a Western degree.
It gave me extra pride in the
place I work.” Paraskevas
added that Scheck was critical
in helping Green complete his
degree by understanding the
spirit of the course catalog
and its requirements, and
matching those to Green’s life
and work experience.
Green recommends that
anyone who has yet to finish

their degree, and is thinking about it,
should take a chance and finish it up no
matter their age or experience. “Look
into it. It’s been such a positive experience. It’s exceeded my expectations in
terms of what it’s done for me at age
55. It’s such a sense of completion and
self-confidence. It’s really given me a new
outlook and opened up a whole new
world for me. I’m amazed at how much
joy it’s brought me.”

Dr. Cornelia Paraskevas,
Dr. Steve Scheck and Jim Green

(l to r) Mike Slocum,
Constance Lundy, Cameron
Healy, Jim Green, Brian
Miller, Glen Watson
in 1981; the early days
of Kettle Foods - then
known as the N.S. Khalsa
Company.
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WOU students volun

WOU students sacrificed eight days of their summer break at Seabeck,
Wash., volunteering as support service providers at the annual deaf-blind
camp this August.
Background
Eleven Western students and five recent
WOU graduates, who all are ASLfluent, worked as volunteer support
service providers (SSP) and interpreters
for deaf-blind adults who traveled from
all across the U.S., Canada and other
countries (England, Holland) to enjoy
a vacation with other deaf-blind adults.
The Lighthouse for the Blind in Seattle
hosts this camp annually in Seabeck,
Wash., a small town in the Olympic
Peninsula where there is a year-round
conference center.

About the Deaf-blind camp
Deaf-blind campers from ages 20 to 81
came, explored, adventured and most
all with the support of an SSP, someone who gives visual information and
cues (such as how many steps are up
16

ahead). When there were announcements of activities and the days’ events
at all the meals, the SSP’s also worked as
interpreters—many using tactile communication, some using close vision
and some signing from across the table,
depending on the visual field of the
deaf-blind camper. This trip is only as
successful as they have strong numbers
of knowledgeable and competent SSPs
to match the individual and unique
communication needs of the campers.
When people think of “deaf-blind,” they
tend to think fully without hearing or
sight, and in fact, that is not accurate.
While some campers are fully tactile,
hand over hand to receive signed communication, some individuals are born
deaf with Usher’s Syndrome, or “tunnel
vision” and the range of that tunnel varies person to person. Some individuals
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were blind first and later lost hearing,
and may be more reliant on spoken
English and the use of assistive listening
devices and may not sign at all.

How students prepared
While most of the Western students
who went on the trip are in Western’s
ASL/English Interpreting program, they
had also taken the deaf-blind interpreting over winter term in preparation for
this experience and had to apply and
write essays in order to participate in
this experience. Among other resources, they read Theresa Smith’s book,
Guidelines for Working and Socializing
with Deaf-blind People, and practiced
with each other how to guide, interpret,
and simulate what it would be like to
have different types of Deaf-blindness.
They met weekly throughout spring
term, raised over $3,000, and participated in team-building activities. They
took responsibility for teaching each
other different educational components

teer at annual deaf-blind summer camp
By CM Hall, Ed.M., project coordinator, Western Region Interpreter Education Center
about working with deaf-blind individuals (that is—that every deaf-blind person
communicates differently).
In preparation for the experience,
students volunteered during the Cycle
Oregon event in July hosted by WOU
and volunteered locally to take a deafblind adult shopping weekly. Their final
meeting spring term culminated in a
meal at Mendi’s Pizza, half the time as
an SSP and interpreter, and half the time
simulating as the deaf-blind person.

who are only accepted to come for
half a week, and not the full six days.
The dances are by far the best event—
because when you’re working with
deaf-blind folks, there’s no air of trying
to impress with how you look; there’s
a freedom to have fun and be who you
are, and everyone has a great time.

honored each other with creative
awards as a capstone ritual. This activity
brought laughter and hugs, and great
memories to reminisce in, cementing
the team in realizing they shared in
an experience uniquely theirs and one
many will return to volunteer in again
and again.

Daily group check-ins

Who was involved

Brent Redpath, a deaf senior at Western, and Tyler Reisnaur, a hearing
senior, worked together
as student leaders for the
Seabeck was an opportunity for us to learn and
trip. Every day during Seato gain a working experience when it comes to
beck, Brent and Tyler led
interpreting with the support of our peers and
team-building activities
two advisers. It really helped open up my mind to
and reflections on how the
different possibilities for work in the future.
experience was transformTyler Resinaur, senior, ASL/Interpreting program
ing Western students. Every day the group met for
an hour to process and reflect in ASL
How the week went
on the experiences they each had.
Upon arrival, all first-time volunteers
Redpath, an ASL Studies major
went through a training on orientation
said about the service-learning trip,
and mobility and work as SSPs con“Seabeck really encouraged me to be
ducted by the Deaf-Blind Service Center
involved in deaf-blind people’s lives.”
in Seattle. Students wore goggles that
Reisnaur added, “Seabeck was an opsimulated different types of vision loss
portunity for us to learn and to gain a
and had to practice eating, being guided
working experience when it comes to
and communicating in sign while adjustinterpreting with the support of our
ing to the world through the perspective
peers and two advisers. It really helped
of a deaf-blind person. The following day
open up my mind to different possibiliwas when the 80 or so deaf-blind campties for work in the future. Because I
ers arrived, some by train, by plane, by
was a student leader, I was able to work
ferry or by bus.
on and hone some of my leadership
There were many fun moments with
skills and try to get a group of people
deaf-blind campers this year, such as a
who don’t necessarily know each other
day trip to the Kitsap County Fair and to
well to come together and support each
The Lighthouse for the Blind in Seattle,
other through a week filled with many
the organization that runs the Seabeck
emotions. Seabeck was a great opporcamp for deaf-blind adults. The trip to
tunity to begin working with a new and
the Lighthouse included a tour of their
very diverse community. I can’t wait till
production facilities that employs over
next year.”
350 deaf-blind and blind employees,
By the end of the week, students
working on production parts and equipwere transformed, new friendships
ment for contracts with Boeing and the
were forged, and many email addresses
U.S. Government. Yes—skilled deafand hugs exchanged. And no doubt
blind individuals are making parts of
they were ready to go home—exhausted
the airplanes we fly on! There were boat
from working two shifts of more than
rides from the salty shores at Seabeck,
four hours each with different deafand kayaking with campers.
blind campers.
Perhaps the best part of Seabeck is
On Saturday, we enjoyed a final
the dance—and this year there were
lunch in Seattle, wherein the students
two dances to accommodate campers
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Current WOU students and graduates who participated in the trip were:
Brent Redpath, Tyler Reisnaur, Kristie
Adkins, Kimberly Page, Rich Rumsey,
Sharon Wilson, Jon Woods, Kaila Allen,
Tanya Hawes, Sarah Middleton, Jamie
Smith, Audrey Loudenback ’09, Katrina
Baker ’08, Laura Keeney ’09, Nicole
Blue ’09, Tara Day ’09, adviser CM Hall
’00, and adviser Susie Friberg, interpreter coordinator for WOU’s Office of
Disability Services.

How it began
This trip idea originated based on the
Alternative Break experience I participated in as an adviser to the Montana
trip in 2007. Having worked as an SSP
and interpreter at Seabeck in the past,
I knew that with our talented bilingual
students at Western, we could really
showcase our strengths in this setting
and work to ensure that deaf-blind
adults have a fantastic camp experience.
I am so glad to see this trip succeed
and from the student feedback, I know
we have the capacity to make this an
annual trip, with student leadership and
Western community support.
17

Sabbatical
To complement her research sites in Oregon’s
streams and estuaries, Karen Haberman searches
for “sister sites” in France. Here, she reflects upon
Le Marais Poitevin, a marshy region in western
France that she encountered along the way.
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in the swamps
By Dr. Karen Haberman, associate professor of biology

I

n a darkened amphitheatre at “La
Maison du Marais Poitevin,” my
traveling companion Stephen and
I sat pressed together, waiting. With
a flash of light and a drum roll the
extravaganza began. A giant bas-relief
of Le Marais Poitevin region of western
France occupied the stage, and a dim
light revealed the vast extent of the
Gulf of Picton. Ten thousand years
ago, this gulf measured more than 400
square miles, similar in size to the San
Francisco Bay.
A change in lighting and the sound
of waves shifted our gaze westward,
where we saw miles and miles of
mudflats along the Atlantic coast.
As a marine biologist, I wondered
how this compared with Oregon’s
estuaries. I imagined communities
of squishy, spineless beings packed
together in the muddy ooze. Were
there worms that shoot pointed jaws
out of tentacled heads to capture
their prey? Did clams extend flexible
siphons to filter feed at high tide? As
the lights panned the diorama from
west to east, we encountered first salty,
then brackish and finally fresh water
marshes, interrupted only by limestone
islands rising above them. In a shared
vision, Stephen and I surveyed the
landscape, marveling at the marsh
flowers and frogs and multitudes of
dragonflies. Flocks of migratory birds
fed upon invertebrates buried in the rich
sediments. The sinuous La Sèvre River
flowed from the east into the sea, its
many tributaries extending like fingers
into the marshlands.
A small group of pinpoint lights
appeared in the west, heralded by the
sound of flutes and a muted trumpet.
The narrator informed us in rapid-fire
French that we had now advanced
into the 10th century. An image of
a monastery was projected onto the

wall behind the map, predictably
the region in defiance of centuries of
accompanied by the tolling of church
elaborate hydro-engineering. But the
bells. This was L’Abbaye Sainte-Croixprimary cargo is now people, tourists
de-Talmont, and its monks were the
searching for cool, green spaces or a
first to “reclaim” land from the sea for
glimpse of the natural world that has all
their buildings and crops. Those who
but disappeared. Later that day, Stephen
followed continued to drain and dry the
and I explored the waterways and
marshes. By the 13th century, lock-like
appreciated the idyllic, if not quite wild,
hydraulic systems and diversion canals
ambiance of La Venise Verte.
extended into the heart of Le Marais.
We stepped out of the amphitheatre
Near the coast, tidal gates slammed
somewhat disoriented by the show
shut with the pressure of the rising tide,
we had just witnessed. Stephen briefly
preventing the incursion of seawater
reminisced about the “march of history”
into Le Marais.
movies he had watched in grade school
A crash of cymbals and flashing
in the 1960s, and made the tick-ticklights ushered in the even more massive
tick sound of the film reel as it came to
engineering feats of the 17th century.
its end. I couldn’t quite wrap my mind
We were both impressed and horrified
around the tremendous loss of wetlands,
as the landscape was drastically altered.
although I knew of so many similar
The Dutch worked
with French engineers “We all live in altered landscapes, but rarely is the
to drain the marshes
pathway of development and destruction laid out so
and redirect fresh
clearly as at La Maison du Marais Poitevin. Vicariously
water flow, converting experiencing over a thousand years of systematic
vast areas into fertile
wetland loss helped me realize why the human-centered
cropland and pastures perspective is so difficult to combat.”
for cows and goats.
Karen Haberman
This also improved
navigation from the inland city of Niort
losses throughout our own country and
to the Atlantic Ocean. La Sèvre River
the world. As Stephen remarked, “The
meandered no more.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would
The lights illuminated a previously
have been proud.” We all live in altered
darkened area of the map. Remnants
landscapes, but rarely is the pathway of
of the wet marshes, now reduced to
development and destruction laid out
25 percent of their original size, came
so clearly as at La Maison du Marais
into view. Once wild and impassable,
Poitevin. Vicariously experiencing over
they were purposefully transformed
a thousand years of systematic wetland
into an orderly grid of canals bordered
loss helped me realize why the humanby ash and poplar trees. Known as La
centered perspective is so difficult to
Venise Verte (green Venice), the region’s
combat. Will we ever get beyond our
canals once served as watery highways.
anthropocentric view that nature exists
Logs, agricultural products and even
only to serve humans? Do our current
grazing animals were transported in
attitudes really differ from those of longwooden, flat-bottomed boats unique
dead monks who saw as their imperative
to the region. Even today, animals
the “reclamation” of land from the sea?
are evacuated via boat in advance of
We were routed to the main hall of
the yearly floods that still inundate
the museum, and despite my continued
WOU Magazine • FALL 2009
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children learn all about the eel life cycle
and no doubt create mobiles, drawings
and odes to the eels. The eel is classified
as vulnerable, and its decline eerily
resembles that of our own west coast
salmon. Dams, overfishing, pollution
and above all, habitat loss, have led
to the depletion of both species. And
paralleling our efforts in the Pacific
Northwest to promote salmon recovery,

A typical marais dwelling built from local limestone (above); illustration of an
eel passageway over a lock, taken from a poster at La Maison du Marais Poitevin
(right); traditional barques along a residential waterway (page 18). Photos by
Karen Haberman.
quickly and withstand extreme pruning
of branches almost to the trunk itself.
Thus, the ashwood was harvested without killing the tree, and then voila!, the
branches would rapidly regrow. Additionally, while the “locavore” movement
in the United States is relatively young,
the French, including the inhabitants of
Le Marais Poitevin, have long embraced
the concept of eating locally-produced
foods. The marais cuisine, which we of
course sampled intensively for research
purposes, was comprised of regional
delicacies including eel, frogs’ legs, and
snails.
My favorite room of La Maison
was devoted to the eel, as central to Le
Marais Poitevin culture as are salmon
to the Pacific Northwest. French school
20

scientists in Le
Marais Poitevin
pioneered the use of
“eel ladders” to guide
eels past dams and
other barriers during
their migrations.
We studied the
display of various lines,
traps and sharpened weapons used
in eel fishing. One fishing method, in
which a tangled mass of vine shoots
is used as a lure, was so successful
that it had to be banned. Why did it
work so well? Apparently, the woody
vines provided an attractive habitat
for the eels. Such vegetation became
scarce when the natural meanders
of the waterway were replaced by
WOU Magazine • FALL 2009

more navigable, human-constructed
channels, and so the eels greedily
rushed to these traps in search of
protection and shade. In addition, the
invasive Louisiana crayfish, introduced
over two centuries ago to supplement
the local cuisine, voraciously consumes
the aquatic plants, removing even more
protection for the eels. We were pleased
to do our part in ridding Le Marais of
this nuisance species by devouring a
generous plateful of them.
We approached the final wall of La
Maison, a collage of native animals and
plants including herons, dragonflies,
nocturnal mammals, rare irises and
even orchids. The display featured the
highly endangered European otter, a
prominent symbol (alongside the eel)
of Le Marais Poitevin. This last exhibit
highlighted the evolving environmental
ethic within the region. Close to 90
percent of the original Gulf of Picton
comprises Le Parc Interrégional du
Marais Poitevin, with the stated mission
of preserving and promoting Le Marais’
natural and cultural heritage. This is not
a national park in the American sense;
the park includes many towns and
agricultural lands, and
very few protected
areas exist within its
boundaries. Although
unconventional from
our perspective,
this more inclusive
approach seems
to fit the long
human history of
Le Marais Poitevin,
and allows the park
to influence the
communities within
its borders. The park
actively advocates
conservation,
renewable energy
use and eco-friendly
building practices.
Furthermore, it has helped to create
networks of motivated people with
the skills necessary to transform their
region into a model of sustainable and
low-impact living. After a thousand
years of exploitation, the people of Le
Marais Poitevin are learning to value
and protect what is left of their unique
marshlands. I am heartened by their
vision.

meets

fixation on the marshes’ demise, I was
impressed with the efforts at sustainable
living practiced by the marais (marsh)
dwellers of the 17th century and beyond. Would you consider molding cow
dung with a special press, and then using the resulting briquettes to cook your
food? And what about all those trees
along the banks of the canals? Ash was
specifically chosen for its ability to grow

Q &A

WOU students and roommates Melvin Moothen, Francisco Aranda III, and
Alejandro Gonzalez consider green living to be an important part of their lives.
Here are some of their thoughts on sustainability and green living.

What are some things you do to try
and live a green/sustainable life?
AG: I always try to implement the
three R’s (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle)
as much as I can. Some little things I’ve
done to maintain a sustainable life is to
conserve as much electricity and water
as possible. I turn off the lights and
appliances when I am not using them
and I only use the washing machine if
it’s a full load. Also, when I am brushing
my teeth, I don’t leave the water
running when I don’t need it. The best
thing about this is that by doing this I’m
not only helping the environment by
lessening the demand on resources but
I’m also helping my wallet.

How important is it to maintain a
green lifestyle?
FA: I think that it is very important
because with the things that we do
today, we are going to have to live
with the consequences in the future. I
want the beautiful things of this world
to last for my
children and
grandchildren.

What are some sustainable
activities you would like to
participate in but haven’t yet?

Is sustainability/green living a
part of your relationships and
friendships with others?

MM: The first sustainable activity I
would like to participate in is owning
a hybrid car due to its efficiency and
its ability to be eco-friendly. Also this
might be more something in the future
years to come is having an energyefficient house, with the necessary
appliances to make it economical.

FA: My girlfriend, roommates, and I
always try to think of ways to be more
eco-friendly; such as buying re-usable
grocery bags, recycling and carpooling.

Has your experience on campus or
in any particular classes involved
any sustainable activities?
AG: Everywhere you go on campus,
there are accessible recycling
containers. This shows that the
university sees recycling as an
important part of sustainability and it
encourages me to do the same when
I’m not on campus.

Do you feel that WOU is, or is
becoming, a sustainable campus
that supports a green lifestyle?
AG: Definitely. The earth friendly
changes WOU has made are visible and
I’m glad my university is becoming a
more eco-friendly school. They have
sure raised the bar for other schools to
follow.

What would you like to see more of
in terms of green living on campus
and in the community? How about
globally?
MM: In terms of the community
as well as campus, I would say that
promoting ways to become eco-friendly
would be an important aspect because
although there are a lot of services/
tools for people to live a green life,
some people don’t commit to it and
so I think that by educating people
about the various ways for them to
help the environment and also
help themselves maintain a
healthy lifestyle would be a
great asset to society as a
whole.

Roomates
since their
sophomore
year, juniors
Francisco
Aranda, III,
Mel Moothen
and Aleks
Gonzalez are
each business
majors.
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Athletics

For the love of the game
E

“I felt there
were more
regrets I might
have if I took
the contract;
and lots of
good things
for me if I
came back.”
Blake Keitzman
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very fall parents and alumni
will make their way back to this
beautiful campus and a sense of
nostalgia will set in. There will be the
recalling of classrooms, campus life
and friends – but even as each person’s
experience may differ, most remember
that college was the time of their life. It
might take some time to recognize what
one gives up as they leave their alma
mater, so when you hear of the story of
Blake Keitzman, who turned down a
Major League Baseball contract to return
to college, you’ll understand the depth of
feeling people share for Western.
His journey began in Roseburg,
where despite attending a school
recognized for its football prowess;
Keitzman found his niche in baseball.
And his connection with WOU began
there. His freshman year, he met Nick
Waechter, who would go on to pitch for
WOU, and was also coached by current
WOU leader Jeremiah Robbins.
Keitzman was offered and accepted
a scholarship
to OSU, which
was coming off
its first backto-back College
World Series
Championships in
2006. He jumped
on the scene
quickly, pitching
as a true freshman
and even seeing
game action in
the 2007 College
World Series.
But during his
sophomore season
Keitzman began to
feel out of place at
OSU and made the
decision to leave
the team, even
reaching the point
of considering
giving up baseball altogether. He took
a job at a mill in Roseburg, but knew
that this work was not his future. He
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decided to turn to WOU to complete his
degree. “I knew Western was a quality
school,” Keitzman noted. “I planned on
just going to school, but when Coach
Robbins heard I was here we talked, and
things worked out for me to play ball.”
He received the opening-day start
against national-powerhouse (# 7
ranked Chico State) in his first game.
Keitzman would go on to be named
the GNAC Pitcher-of-the-Year after
posting a 9-0 record with a 2.08 earned
run average and 92 strikeouts in 86.1
innings.
When the Wolves won their ninth
consecutive conference baseball
championship to qualify for the NCAA
West Regional, he was handed the ball
against Sonoma State, the defending
Division II national champions. With all
eyes on him under the lights of SalemKeizer Stadium, Keitzman shined.
The junior pitcher earned Rawlings/
American Baseball Coaches Association
NCAA Division II First Team AllAmerican honors, another first for
WOU. He was also named a Daktronics
All-American (second team) and to
numerous all-region teams.
Keitzman’s hard work earned him the
recognition but he firmly believes that
choosing WOU was the right choice
for him to find success. “It’s much more
about baseball at Western…and I like
that.”
This June the Seattle Mariners
selected him in the 15th round,
meaning in less than a year he had gone
from working in a mill and considering
never playing again to becoming the
highest draft pick in WOU history. But
Keitzman had other plans.
“I felt there were more regrets I
might have if I took the contract; and
lots of good things for me if I came
back,” Keitzman noted. “Not only am I
closer to getting my degree but I have
a shot at helping the baseball program
accomplish something it has not done
in Division II, which is to go to a World
Series. That’s something you can’t get
back.”

Alumnotes
Alum takes flight to help others
There are few things T.J. Beck ’98 would rather do in his spare time than fly
his airplane, a Comanche 260-B six-seater. Lately he’s been filling those extra
seats with some special passengers.

L

ast November, Beck joined the
pilot corps of Angel Flight West, a
nonprofit organization providing
free, non-emergency air transportation
to children and adults with serious medical conditions or other needs. Thanks
to this travel assistance, they receive
medical treatment and other vital care
that might not otherwise be available to
them because of financial, medical and
geographic limitations.
Beck, formerly with American
Family Insurance, is now president of
his own company, the Thomas Beck
Agency, Inc. He has flown 15 to 20 trips
since he started volunteering, averaging
several flights each month. Both Beck
and his passengers are thankful for these
experiences.
“A private flight is a big time-saver
for people who need immediate medical
care,” said Beck. “And I get to do something I love – fly my plane – and help
someone in need at the same time. It’s a
great opportunity to give back.”

Putting his passengers first
Beck tries to make every Angel flight
special for his passengers. He considers
their needs and makes sure they’re
comfortable before and during the flight.
“Some passengers are used to flying
in small planes. Others have never
flown before, and they’re nervous,”
he said. “I always let them check out
the plane before getting in. They can
look it over, touch the wings and ask
questions. When we’re in the air, I
explain everything I’m doing so they
understand what’s happening. A lot of
times, that helps them relax.”
He also serves refreshments –
something many commercial airlines
don’t offer today. Most trips take from
40 minutes to three and a half hours,
and because many passengers are in
poor health, they appreciate the extra
attention and comforts.

Leaving work on the ground
Beck, a 10-time All American Hall
of Fame agent, never discusses business

during Angel flights. He does use his
plane for other business-related trips,
such as flying to inspect a prospective
insured’s property, if it’s located in
another part of the state. He’s also told
his customers they can contact him if
they need to travel in an emergency.
“It helps build stronger relationships
with our customers. I never accept
money for flights. I fly because I love to
fly – they can buy me lunch if they really
want,” he said.

Any reason to fly
Beck is also happy to
transport customers,
family, friends and
fellow agents when
asked – and even
sometimes before he’s
asked. In January, a
customer traveling in
rural southern Oregon
was in an accident and
had to leave his car to
be repaired hundreds
of miles away from his
home in the Portland
area. When Beck found
out the customer had
to go back and get his
car, he flew him there
himself and even helped
the customer find a ride
from the airport to the repair shop.
Last fall he flew fellow agent Larry
Thompson from Portland to visit his
ailing father in the hospital about 650
nautical miles away in Miles City, a
remote area of eastern Montana. He
stayed while Larry visited his father,
then flew him back to the Portland area.
“T.J. offered to take me – I didn’t
even have to ask,” said Larry. “That’s his
personality. T.J. has a very big heart and
is always trying to help people out. To
fly commercially would have required
multiple transfers and a long drive on
top of that. You don’t want to deal with
those hassles when you have a sick
parent, so this was a big help.”
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By Britt Kinder, strategic communication
specialist, American Family Insurance
Angel Flight West isn’t the first time
Beck has volunteered his flight skills and
services. In the past, he’s often donated
flights to fundraising efforts for nonprofit
organizations.

Recruiting more volunteers
Beck decided to sign up with Angel Flight
West so he could volunteer his time
more consistently through a structured
organization.
When he’s not in the air, he recruits
retired pilots who own their own planes
to volunteer with Angel Flight West by

Beck has been a pilot since he was 17 and is
pursuing his commercial pilot’s license. Currently,
Beck is an instrument flight rules-rated pilot which
means he is authorized to fly through clouds using
only his instrument panel to navigate.
sharing stories about his experiences.
“A lot of retired pilots are just looking
for an excuse to fly,” he says. “If they can
do something they enjoy, makes them
feel good and helps someone else, then
why not do it?”
Chances are Beck will still be flying
long after he’s hung up his insurance hat
too.
Used by permission of auther; article first
appeared in All American magazine, June 2009
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AlumNotes

The Annual Fund remains
Western Oregon University
Foundation's first giving
priority, helping to cover the
difference between tuition
and the actual cost of a
WOU education. Hundreds
of faculty, staff, alumni,
family members, friends,
and trustees contribute
to the Annual Fund every
year, directly impacting the
school's operating budget.
Your participation
encourages others to
give, helps the school get
foundation grants, and sends
a message to the community
that Western Oregon University does make a difference. Gifts to the Annual Fund help provide scholarships,
necessary classroom and curruiculum enhancements, professional development opportunities for students and
faculty, and upgrades in technology and associated equipment.
Make a gift of any size to the Annual Fund and impact scholarships, campus programs, classroom improvements,
and faculty and staff research. Visit www.wou.edu/annualfund to learn more.

In Remembrance
1920s

Daisy (Wikstrom) Murphy ’20 May 31 at age
109. She died peacefully in Seattle three days
shy of her 110th birthday. Daisy was born June
3, 1899, one of 10 children of I.G. Wikstrom, who
immigrated from his native Sweden, and his wife,
Alice. Wikstrom owned a lumbermill in Oregon. She
married her husband, Archie Murphy, on Christmas
Day of 1926, and the family, including their three
children, moved to Olympia before he served in
World War II as an Army officer in the European
theater.
Daisy was a voracious reader. Her vocabulary
impressed seasoned crossword puzzle enthusiasts.
The onset of blindness couldn’t deter her love of
reading. She switched to audiotapes. And when
state lawmakers didn’t provide the level of funding
to the visually impaired library to the liking of her
and other blind readers, there she was atop the
Capitol steps during a 2007 rally, holding a sign
that read, “107 and Still Reading.” Five years earlier,
Daisy had moved into the Colonial Inn assistedliving home in Olympia. Before her eyesight failed,
she crocheted hundreds of blankets for her church
to send on missionary trips.
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Ressie I. (Webb) Patton ’29 April 4 at age 102.
Ressie taught in many schools throughout The
Dalles area. She enjoyed writing her life stories and
poetry. She was an avid canner, lifelong learner, and
Sunday school teacher.

In Remembrance
1930s

Mary (Stalker) Barth ’33 May 10 at age 96.
Mary married Merritt Barth Sr. on Sept. 22, 1934 in
Silverton. She taught school at Victor Point School
in Silverton. They moved to Valsetz in 1946 where
she taught fourth grade. They later settled in Dallas
in the early 1970s. They enjoyed spending summers
on the Siletz River. Mary enjoyed fishing, hunting,
ceramics and was an avid Portland Trail Blazer fan.
Dorothy W. (Weidner) Zielesch ’34 May 13
at age 94. She married Alvin Zielesch in 1936 and
they lived in Portland until they moved to the
Salem area in 1944.
Donni R. (Conyne) Ramsdell ’34, ’62 at age 94.
Donni enjoyed teaching in western Oregon, from
Roseburg to Dillard to the Salem schools of Keizer,
Bush, Sunnyview and McKinley, as well as doing
specialty home tutoring for home-bound students.
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Delmar Ramsdell was her friend, lover, and
husband for 68 years. It was a strong relationship
that she would treasure always.
Marie (Ziegler) Asplund ’35, ’67 May 29 at
age 94.
Alice M. Smith ’36, ’52 March 24 at age 94. Alice
was born and raised in Mill City and lived on the
“home place” until entering Marian Estates four
years ago. She taught school in Mill City her entire
teaching career, retiring in 1978.
Ruth (Pemberton) Wetherby ’38 May 24 at
age 93. Ruth was born Feb. 24, 1916 and grew
up in the Salem area. She graduated from Salem
High School and attended Willamette University
and Oregon Normal School, where she received her
bachelor of arts degree. Ruth was a teacher who
taught all grade levels. She taught in a one-room
schoolhouse early in her career, and then with
the Lake Oswego School District for 30 years. She
retired in 1975. She married Ellsworth C. Wetherby
in 1944. The Wetherbys lived in the same house in
Lake Oswego for 50 years. She enjoyed bowling
with her husband, reading, travel, and canning food
from her garden.
Darrell E. Wilson ’38 April 17 at age 94.

AlumNotes

In Remembrance

In Remembrance

1940s

1950s

William Beckley ’40, ’52, ’60 Aug. 19 at age 94.
William was born in Dallas on July 20, 1915. He
grew up in Astoria and Monmouth, where he met
and married NaDene L. Buss. They were married for
68 years until NaDene’s death in January 2007. He
worked as a teacher before enlisting in the U.S. Army
Air Corps. He was assigned to the 755th Bomb Squadron and was credited with 30 combat missions (25 as
a lead bombardier or navigator). He was decorated
with the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air Medal
with six clusters. After World War II, he worked as a
station manager for Standard Oil until he was recalled
to combat flying status during the Korean War, and
retired as a lieutenant colonel in 1965.
Wanita (Cook) Lampa ’41 May 1 at age 88.
Wanita was raised in St. Helens, and had lived
in Oregon City since 1954. She was a teacher, a
member of St. John the Apostle in Oregon City and
was a member of the Oregon City Elks Lodge Ladies
Auxiliary. She enjoyed quilting, crocheting, reading
books and gardening. Her volunteer work included
cutting soup labels for Oregon City schools, and
volunteering with retired teachers at Oregon City
Senior Center.
Margaret Wardine (Forrest) Jepson ’42 April
2 at age 87. Margaret taught school for several
years in Mill City. She married Martin Jepsen in
1944. Martin was an accomplished home builder.
He built Wardine’s “dream home” on the hill
between Lyons and Mill City, which they decorated
tastefully with antique furniture. They owned
and operated a restaurant, Café Mardean, in Mill
City and also a business in Stayton where Martin
did custom picture framing and Wardine had an
antique shop and art gallery. She also worked at
state offices in Salem and as a bookkeeper and
dental assistant for Dr. Boyd Van Santen in Stayton.
Lois (Kincheloe) Lee ’46 Sept. 12 at age 83. Lois
married Vernet C. Lee in Hillsboro on Dec. 28, 1946.
She enjoyed reading, writing letters to missionaries
and corresponding with family about family history.
She was a volunteer at the ARC of Washington
County in Aloha and was a Sunday school secretary
for many years.

Vera (Wales) Betts ’50 Aug. 4 at age 99.
Vera was born in Cleveland, Minn. and moved
to Missoula, Mont. in her youth. She began her
teaching career in 1931 as an elementary teacher
near the Bridger Mountains of Montana, traveling
by horseback to a one-room schoolhouse. She
moved to Oregon in 1943, and soon continued
her studies at the post-graduate level in special
education at what is now Portland State University.
Vera taught within the Portland Public Schools
system from 1947 to 1968.
As a widow, Vera traveled through southern
Europe and North Africa in 1967 where she met,
and later married Charles Betts of Croydon, Surrey,
England. In the United Kingdom, she helped
recently immigrated children learn English for
seven years. Vera returned to Portland in 1983 and
began tutoring students in English at Cleveland
High School until 1992. In 1998 Vera moved into
Westmoreland’s Union Manor where she lived the
rest of her life.
Richard “Dick” Redlin ’51 June 1 at age 82. Dick
was born in Sidney, Mont to Arthur and Berenice
Redlin. He grew up in Montana on his parents’
wheat farm and then moved to Corvallis, where
he graduated from high school in 1944. After
graduating, Dick enlisted in the Army and served
his country until his honorable discharge in 1947.
He married Constance “Connie” Reed in 1950, then
earned his master’s from Oregon State University.
During his 33-year career at Lynch District schools
he taught fifth, seventh and eighth grades and then
served as principal at Lynch Park and later at Lynch
View schools. He then was appointed operations
supervisor of the Centennial School District until
1984 when he retired. In 1973, Dick’s father began
Stoney Butte Farms, Inc., a Montana corporation
on the family wheat farm. As time passed the
corporation grew and he became president in 1981
until 2008 when he stepped down.
Ruth M. (Schrouder) McKibben ’53 May 24
at age 90. Ruth entered the Army Nurse Corp in
1942 and served two years at Camp Roberts, Calif.
She was then sent overseas to serve two years in
England earning the rank of First Lieutenant. The
347th Station Hospital where she served, was
sometimes called the original “MASH” unit because
they received war casualties directly from the
battlefield during World War II. After returning from
overseas she worked at the Lebanon Community
Hospital and married Jarrold H. McKibben in 1946.
Later Ruth taught in Pedee, Bridgeport, Rickreall

Class notes

Ruth (Anderson) Vincent Willis ’48, ’54 has
written a memoir about her life in Alaska in the
mid-1950s called “In the Wake of the Frontier”
through iUniverse.
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and the Dallas Schools for 25 years. She retired in
1982.
Donna Nadine (Fodge) Mulkey ’56, ’73 May
7 at age 79. Donna taught 35 years in the Silverton
area schools and spent her last 18 years as a
librarian at Robert Frost Elementary School where
she developed and equipped the media center.
Donna met her future husband, Gene Mulkey,
while attending George Fox College. They were
married on Aug. 17, 1951 at Greenleaf Friends
Church in Greenleaf, Idaho. Following Gene’s
graduation from George Fox College they moved
to Silverton.

Class notes

Robert “Bob” Krebs ’57 was elected to the
Salem Area Mass Transit District board during a
special district election. Krebs, a transportation and
tourism consultant, campaigned on a back-tobasics platform that included improving public
outreach, community involvement, accountability
and transparency.

In Remembrance
1960s

Ralph Vernon Bittner ’60, ’65 May 9 at age
74. After Ralph’s stint in the U.S. Navy, he began
35 years of public service. He was a teacher at
Valsetz Elementary, eventually becoming the
Superintendent of Valsetz School District #62. In
1971, he and his family left Valsetz for Monroe,
Ore., where he began working at Monroe
Elementary School until 1983. He also earned his
realtor’s license and for a short time worked for
Town & Country Real Estate.
In 1983, Ralph and his wife, Shirley, left Monroe
for Oakland, where he became the superintendent
of the Oakland School District through the 1985
school year. He went on to the superintendent
position at the Douglas County Education Service
District until 1995. He served as president of the
Oregon Association of Education Service Districts,
and chaired multiple statewide education committees dealing with educational finance and
legislative concerns. Ralph retired in 1995. Vern
and Shirley then became “The Vern and Shirley”
real estate sales team with Cougill & Hansen Real
Estate.
Jacquelyn P. (Davis) Dwigans ’61 April 14
at age 81. Jacquelyn moved to Salem in 1954,
beginning her teaching career at the Auburn
school with third grade, from 1954 to 1962. From
1963 to 1969, she was a teaching Principal of two
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AlumNotes
Salem area schools. From 1973 to 1985, she was
a Library and Media Specialist for two schools:
McKinley and Washington Elementary schools. She
retired from teaching in 1985.
Leslie A. Hoffman ’61 April 23 at age 69.
Leslie served in the Air Force from 1963 to 1964
as a chaplains’ assistant. After being a substitute
teacher for a short time, he attended Automation
Institute to become a computer programmer. He
moved to the Seattle area to work for Boeing,
Nally’s and Associated Grocers. Later, he worked
for Longview Fiber and finally for NorPac in Salem.
Leslie enjoyed fishing, karaoke, family vacations
and was a loyal Portland Trail Blazers fan.
Doratha “Carol” (Lindberg) Hooten ’63 June
16 at age 81. Carol taught in Salem, Roseburg
and Camas Valley. She enlisted in the Cadet Nurse
Corps and after WWII she did some nursing in
Port Orford and at the Gold Beach hospital. She
attended Northwest Christian College in Eugene
where she met Kenneth Hooton. They were
married June 25, 1948 in Coquille. Two daughters
were born to them in Eugene, with one surviving.
Three other children were born into the family
before she began her teaching career. She was a
busy pastor’s wife working along side her husband
in a number of places. At her husband’s first
pastorate in Falls City, she was the church pianist.
Carol began her teaching career at the Chemawa Indian School in Keizer then taught English
and social studies at Waldo Junior High School and
also at various other schools. The last nine years of
Carol’s teaching career was as the special education teacher in the Camas Valley School District.
James “Jim” Floyd Holton ’66 April 5 at
age 67. Jim married Verla Hopper in 1963 and
moved to Ontario where he obtained his first
teaching position at May Roberts Elementary.
After earning his master’s degree at Eastern
Oregon State College, he became principal at
Adrian Elementary School. He bought a farm in
the Big Bend area, raising cattle and thoroughbred
horses. While living there, the family grew with
the addition of foster children Tinley, Jason and
Georgeana. In 1977, Jim and his family moved to
Paramaribo, Suriname, where he became teacher/
administrator for the American Cooperative
School. The family returned to Adrian in 1985, then
moved to Astoria where he was an administrator
for three years. His last career move took him back
to Ontario, where he served as principal at Pioneer
and Cairo Elementary Schools. Jim retired in 2000.
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Beth Cunningham ’67 May 4. Beth worked
as a nurse’s aid in a hospital in Holland. During
WWII she met Thomas Cunningham, a Canadian
Serviceman, and they were later married. In 1945
she and her three-year-old son, Hans, travelled
across Canada, to British Columbia to be with her
husband, Tom. They lived there until 1961 when
the family moved to Salem. Her life-long dream
was to be a school teacher like her father, so she
enrolled at OCE. She received her bachelor’s degree
in 1967 and accepted a job in Coquille teaching
first graders at Jefferson Elementary. She and Tom
soon divorced. In 1982 Beth retired from teaching.
She returned to Holland on a regular basis in the
summer time. In the summer of 1983, Beth married
childhood friend Johan van der Laan.
Reta Bork ’69 Jan. 4 at age 63. Reta was an
administrative assistant in human resources for
Portland Public Schools.

In Remembrance
1970s

Alan Wayne Myers ’70 May 6 at age 66. After
his high school graduation, he served four years in
the Navy and then went on to earn a B.S. degree
in education. Alan taught art and drama at Cave
Junction High School, Oregon College of Education
and Clackamas Community College. He was very
interested in Chinese Medicine and studied to
become an herbal medicine and acupuncture
practitioner. His great passion, however, was his
art. Alan enjoyed an active career as a ceramic and
stoneware artist and his work became well known
throughout the region.
Tom Schlecht ’70 March 13 at age 62. Tom
ended an intense 10-week medical struggle in the
loving company of his extended family. Tom was
the beloved son of Norma J. Day and Eugene A.
Schlecht.
Raymond Workman ’70 June 4 at age 71.
“It was the end of July in 2007 that I was told I
had inoperable cancer. Since then my wife and I
have been in the Oregon Shakespearean Festival
in September having lunch and a great visit with
my high school choir director. November found us
caught in an early snowstorm in La Conner, Wash.,
while Christmas shopping. I spent my 70th birthday
on a zip line above a forest canopy in Costa Rica.
April found us flying to California in a private plane
piloted by one old high school friend to see another
old high school friend get married.
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“The highlight of May was our driving trip
through Ireland and singing with the locals in the
oldest pub in Ireland. They appreciated my ‘Molly
Malone.’We finished the year on a leisurely cruise
from Anchorage, Alaska, to Vancouver, B.C. In October 2008 I was told I had only a few weeks to live. I
called a few friends and that few weeks turned into
seven and a half months during which I have had
the time of my life visiting with friends and family.”
Beverly J. (Peters) Downs ’70, ’77 May 17 at
age 82. In 1946 Beverly married Dan Downs. They
had one daughter, Cindy. During Dan’s career as a
Naval Officer, the family lived in several states and
enjoyed traveling throughout the United States and
Canada. Beverly obtained her master’s degree in
special education from WOU and was a teacher and
educational media specialist at Fairview Training
Center for many years. After retirement she volunteered extensively with the Salem Humane Society
Thrift Shop and the Salem Library Book Store.
John Linville ’72 July 4 at age 64. John was born
in Colorado Springs, Colo. He spent time working
as the director of the Salem Head Start. Later he
became a truant officer for Linn-Benton-Lincoln
ESD. He retired in 2008 and was preparing for a
joyful life filled with family and friends. He was a
lover of animals, a friend to many, an avid reader,
and an accomplished golfer, rafter and softball
player. He enjoyed traveling and clam digging with
his wife, Karen Kolen-Linville, and tending to their
garden.
Jack Hammer ’73 June 2 at age 60. Jack spent
two years in service to V.I.S.T.A after graduating
from OCE. He worked for C.O.C.A.A.N. and as a
private contractor for H.U.D. for many years, with
his compassion and commitment to help those less
fortunate than himself being the driving force of his
entire career. He was noted for his unwavering devotion to The Bend Elks baseball team as a member
of Pierre’s Posse as well as for his quick-witted and
upbeat sense of humor. He was a committed and
admirable single father who will be forever loved.
Robert Adamson ’74 Feb. 5, 2009 at age 57.
Robert was a lifelong resident of Forest Grove.
He married Stephanie Ann Grubb at his parents’
home in forest Grove in 1972. After he completed
his bachelor of science degree in 1974, the couple
moved to Roseburg, where he was employed by
Douglas County Planning Department as a land
use planner. In 1977 he became a real estate agent
and returned to the Forest Grove area. He worked
in that industry for 10 years. Later he worked at
Banks Lumber before starting his own construction
business in 1995.

AlumNotes
Glen “Fuj” Fujinaga ’75 July 20 at age 56.
Glen moved to Coos Bay in 1975, where he spent
the majority of his entire teaching career at
Madison Elementary School. Throughout his 30
years of teaching, he was known as a tough but
fair teacher, always challenging his students to
do better. He will forever be remembered for the
positive impact he had on many lives of his former
students, several of whom remained his close
friends throughout their adult lives. Glen retired
from teaching in 2006 but remained active in the
education of children, opting to spend the majority
of his free time substitute teaching.
DeWayne Cantrall ’76 April 30 at 56. DeWayne
married Lianne Gullixson on July 5, 1975, in Portland. He worked at Thurston High School, where he
had taught United States history and government
and coached track and cross country since 1976.
Lori (Ohling) Van Leeuwen ’78 Lori was
diabetic since the age of 10 and was remarkably
tough when it came to her disease. She taught at
Queen Ann Elementary, Shedd Elementary, and
then Central Linn Elementary, where she started
their kindergarten program. On Aug. 15, 1982,
Lori married Timothy Van Leeuwen in Shedd. Her
love was teaching but she gave that up to spend
her time with her biggest love, which was her
family. Lori passed her active 4-H lifestyle on
to her children. She was a lifelong member of
4-H, particularly active with sheep through the
Greenback 4-H Club, as well as the Slipstitchers
4-H Knitting Club.
Jean (Veilleux, Nichols) Morgan ’79, ’80 May
15 at 52. Jean taught school in Brooks for more
than 20 years, mainly the first grade. In 2007 she
had to retire due to health concerns. Jean married
Lee Morgan on March 25, 2007, in Jefferson.
She was a member of South Albany Community
Church for most of her life, though she and Lee
attended Albany First Evangelical Church for the
past three years.

Class notes

In Remembrance
1980s

Carol J. (Bonette) Lenhart ’82 March 27 at
age 61. She married Richart Lowell Lenhart on
Mar. 16, 1979. She worked as an elementary
teacher for 27 years, the last 18 of which were
spent at Sacred Heart Catholic School in Medford,
where she shaped the lives of more than 800
children. In addition to her passion for teaching,
community involvement was of great importance
to her and she was involved in a local 4-H horse
club as a leader for 16 years and spent several
years with the Providence Festival of Trees.
Jean Logan ’86 July 5 at age 50. Jean married
Dallas Seaber at age 19 in in Bend, Ore. Jean
received her massage education in San Diego,
Calif., and then her master’s degree in acupuncture
and Oriental medicine from Oregon College of
Oriental Medicine in 1994. She was introduced
to Qigong early in her career as a health care

practitioner and was certified to teach Qigong
through the Ling Gui International Healing Qigong
School. She was a senior teacher and this summer
was to be recognized as a Qigong Master by Ling
Qui. Jean was a gifted healer and teacher for more
than 20 years. She and her husband owned The
Acupuncture Clinic of Missoula. Together with other
dedicated practitioners, they established Health
Options Clinic, LLC, a multi-disciplinary health
care clinic. Jean was the president of the Montana
Association of Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine for
seven years and remained active in the organization.

Class notes

Frank Betzer ’82 has recently become the vice
president of business development for Special
Olympics Oregon. Frank also serves on the board
of Project Access NOW in Portland and the
development committee of Cascade Heights Public
Charter School in Milwaukie.

42nd annual

Holiday
Tree
Lighting
Wednesday,
Dec. 2, 2009
• Downtown parade
• WOU Chamber Choir
• Indoor/outdoor programs
• Visit from Santa Claus!

Calvin Fagan ’76, ’83 was chosen Oregon
Football Official of the Year for 2008 and was
just recently selected into the Oregon Baseball
Coaches Hall of Fame (Nov 2009). Cal has retired
from teaching/coaching and spends time with his
five grandchildren.
Jim Grant ’77 retired from the Bethel School
District this year.
Kent Klewitz ’79, ’95 was hired to be the new
superintendent by the Jefferson School Board in a
unanimous vote. He started the position July 1.
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In Remembrance
1990s

Carol Ann (Peterson) Gossett ’95 May 27 at
age 69. Carol taught school for the Salem Keizer
School District until retiring in 1998. Carol married
James Gossett on January 14, 1995 in Sweet Home.
She enjoyed quilting, gardening, traveling in their
R.V. with her husband Jim and spending time with
family and friends.

Class notes

Mark Terry ’93, ’94 assistant professor of art
at George Fox University was recognized for his
work with regional schools. He was named the
2010 Oregon Higher Education Art Educator of
the Year by the Oregon Art Education Association.
He will be presented the honor at the OAEA’s fall
conference Oct. 11 in Redmond. Terry is entering his
twenty-fifth year as a full-time teacher and his 13
year at George Fox, where he received the Faculty
Achievement Award for Undergraduate Teaching
in 2005.
Marty Lees ’94, ’04 has been promoted to
associate head coach for the baseball team at
Oregon State University. He has overseen the
Beavers’ defense in his eight years with OSU.
Lonnie L. Rainville ’97 ran for South Umpqua
School District school board, position 2, zone 3,
at-large. He and his family live in Myrtle Creek
where he is the director of human resources for the
Umpqua Indian Development Corp.
Mindee (Harp) Doney ’97 is the co-owner
and marketing director of Boogie Wipes. Currently
she owns and operates, BRiTE iDEA Events, Inc, an
event marketing and PR firm based in Portland,
Ore. She holds a marketing degree from WOU and
is an active member of Mamapreneurs Inc., Ladies
who Launch, Women Entrepreneurs of Oregon,
The Oregon Festivals & Events Association and
International Event Group.

In Remembrance
2000s

Ryan Morgan ’02 Aug. 9 at age 31. Ryan was
killed in a kayaking accident on the Little White
Salmon River, about 12 miles east of Stevenson,
Wash. He was known as an expert kayaker, which
is part of the reason his death is so troubling to
those who knew him. “Ryan was an exceptional
guy who will be greatly missed by his many friends
and admirers,” said Molalla City Manager John
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Atkins, Jr. “People like Ryan don’t come along all
that often, and I was privileged to know him and
work with him.”

Class notes

Sheila (Pockrus) Reade ’00 has been accepted
to the Linn-Benton Community College School of
Nursing.
Aaron Long ’01 is the new NAS Jax Center Youth
Activities Director. Originally from Florence, he
worked as a student teacher in Oregon and was an
athletic director for a Boys and Girls Club for nearly
three years. He has worked with the Navy’s Child
and Youth Programs at NAS Brunswick, Maine for
the past two and a half years. He is married to Alisa,
they have a daughter, Azaria, 5, and son, Tyson, 1.
Chris Workman ’03 has announced that has
joined Keller Williams Mid-Willamette Market
Center as a real estate professional in Albany.
Workman has a background working with firsttime homebuyers. He will work out of the Keller
Williams Albany office
Damien Davis ’04, ’06 and Amber (Allen)
Davis ’05 welcomed Helen Claire Davis Dec. 23,
2008.
Julio Vidrio ’04 has joined the Dallas law firm
of Chris L. Lillegard, P.C. Attorneys at Law at 236
SW Mill St. The former U.S. Marine’s background
includes positions as attorney, law clerk, and
police officer. Vidrio, a graduate of Western Oregon
University, obtained his law degree from Willamette
University College of Law, and has experience in
civil litigation. Vidrio most recently worked as an
attorney for Smith Freed & Eberhard in Portland.
Boon Setser ’05, an administrator at Silverton
High School, is set to become La Grande High
School’s sixth principal in the past 45 years. Setser
was studying to become a physician at California
State Polytechnic University in Pomona (Cal Poly
Pomona) when he took a job tutoring migrant
students - he fell in love with the process of
education. He then decided to pursue a teaching
career. He taught in the Los Angeles area initially,
first at Rainbow Bridge School, a nonpublic school
for students in grades three to 12, and then at
Rosemead High School, where he taught science.
Setser and his wife, Aidee, have three daughters,
ages 2 to 7. Aidee is also an educator. She teaches
special education in the Scio School District in the
mid-Willamette Valley.
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Tara T Jones ’06 is a development assistant at
Heartland Humane Society in Corvallis.
Jana Renae Rieke ’06 and Paul Shane
McQuistan were married July 11. Rieke is a nursing
student at Linn-Benton Community College and
will graduate in June and McQuistan is an offensive
lineman for the Oakland Raiders.
Ashley Arnold ’07 and Chris Nofziger were
married June 13 in Albany. Arnold works for
Benton County Health Promotions. Nofziger is
self-employed. The couple honeymooned in Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico.
Matthew Whitmer ’07 and Nicole Starke were
married April 14 in Kona, HI. Whitmer works with
his family business, The Big Wheel General Store
in Old Town Bandon and Starke is the patient care
coordinator for Pacific Home Health and Hospice in
Coos Bay.
Alyssa Boesch ’08 and Boe Burrus ’08 were
married July 18. Boesch is an admissions evaluator
at WOU and Burrus is a graduate assistant at WOU.
Chris Curtis ’08 has been elected president of the
first Rotaract club in Salem.
Jimmie Harris, Jr. ’08 is a reserve deputy for Polk
County and works with the Oregon Department of
Veterans’ Affairs to help veterans.
Jessica Grabow ’09 is engaged to marry
Nicholas McKelvey ’09 She is pursuing a
postgraduate degree in biochemistry at Texas A&M
in College Station, TX.
Kayla Johnson ’09 has travelled to Cambodia in
southeastern Asia, where she will spend 27 months
as a Peace Corp volunteer. After she completed her
degree, she moved back to the Molalla area and
spent her time working at the Molalla and Silverton
public swimming pools. For the first three months,
she’ll be scrambling to learn Khmer, Cambodia’s
official language. Next, she will be sent out to help
teach English at a high school. Johnson will be
co-teaching alongside a Cambodian teacher, with
the goal of helping the teacher learn to incorporate
student-centered learning methods that will cater
to a variety of learning styles.
Nicholas Karr ’09 won the 2009 Crater Lake Rim
Runs marathon. He ran the fifth fastest marathon
in its 34-year history, 2 hours, 46 minutes and 21
seconds.

western oregon university
Oregon’s most
popular midsized university –
growing stronger
with a new
residence hall in
2010, and a new
recreation center
in 2011.

2008 ESPY Awards: Best Sports
Moment: Sara Tucholsky ‘08;
Best Game, Best Upset and
Best Play: Super Bowl champion
New York Giants (Kevin Boss ‘07)

WOU is consistently described by students as a small, friendly,
big-hearted and supportive community. WOU has also
received several national and international faculty and program
awards. With a student-to-faculty ratio of 18:1, we provide
courses that are personalized and challenging.
For more information, visit us online at: www.wou.edu.
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